A boolean function f(x 1 , .
Introduction
In the two-party communication model, each of two processors has a part (half) of the input, and the goal is to compute a given boolean function on the input minimizing the amount since it is easy to adopt each protocol computing simultaneously f 1 and f 2 to a protocol computing f = f 1 ⊕ f 2 without increasing communication complexity.
Definitions
To state our result more precisely, we first give several definitions. Let be the empty string and let w = w 1 $w 2 $ · · · $w l , l 1, w i ∈ {0, 1} + for every i. We define: h( ) = and h(w) = w 1 w 2 · · · w l . Let r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r t ), t 1, where either r i = r 1 i $r 2 i $ · · · $r j i i , r l i ∈ {0, 1} + , j i 1, or r i = . We define: h(r) = h(r 1 )h(r 2 ) · · · h(r t ). We denote the length of a string w (the cardinality of a set S) by |w| (by |S|). If S is a set then by h(S) we denote the set {h(s)|s ∈ S}.
Suppose a coordinator wishes to evaluate a function f(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ). The input vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is distributed among n parties (i.e., the processors p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n ), with x i is known only to party i, where x i is chosen from {0, 1} m for every i. Suppose there is a deterministic protocol P that accepts the language defined by f (when the value of f is 1). In such a case we will say that P computes f . Generally, the computation of P consists of several phases, where one phase is as follows: The coordinator sends some messages (nonempty binary strings) to some parties (not necessary to all parties) and then, each party that got a message, sends a message back to the coordinator. The communication behaviour of P can be described by a communication vector s = (s 1 
[s 2l
i ] is not necessary the message sent [received] by the coordinator in the phase l (since the coordinator may have sent no message to the party i in some previous phase k < l). We will also say "communication sequence on the link i" instead of "communication sequence between the coordinator and the party i." Also we will say "processor p i " instead of "party i. " Formally, a deterministic protocol P is an (n + 1)-tuple of functions ( 0 , 1 , . . . , n ), for which the following holds: Let K = {0, 1, $} * × · · · × {0, 1, $} * (n times), M = {0, 1} * × · · · × {0, 1} * (n times).
(a) 0 is a function from K to M ∪ {"accept," "reject"}. Intuitively, behaviour of the coordinator is given by 0 , where the argument of 0 is a communication vector of all previous messages, with $ serving as the delimiter between messages. The result of 0 are either the next messages sent to the parties or the coordinator stops the communication and accepts/rejects the input. (b) For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, i is a function from {0, 1} m × {0, 1, $} * to {0, 1} + . Intuitively, behaviour of the party i, (1 i n), is given by i , where the first argument of i is the local input for the party i and the second argument of i is a sequence of all previous messages on the link i (delimited by $). The result of i is the next message sent by the party i to the coordinator.
, where k 0, (k is the number of all phases performed on x under P ), such that for every j = 0, 1, 2, . . . In fact, we do not need the "end of transmission" symbol, "$," because of the self-delimiting property (introduced in [11] ). We use this property, since we want to pin down exactly the communication complexity.
Let f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a boolean function with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i, and P be a deterministic protocol. We say that P computes f if, for each x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i, the computation under P on input x is an accepting one iff f(x) = 1.
Let S be the set of all accepting and rejecting communication vectors under P . By DC(f) we denote the maximum over all s ∈ S of |h(s)| minimized over all deterministic protocols computing f . DC(f) is called the deterministic communication complexity of f .
We also consider nondeterministic protocols. In such a case, i 's are "nondeterministic functions," i.e., they may have several values (and therefore they are not any functions). Moreover, they may be "partial nondeterministic functions," i.e., they may be not defined for all possible values of arguments; in such a case, the current communication is aborted. We can apply the definitions above also for nondeterministic protocol in such a way that whenever we write 0 
We require the self-delimiting property also for nondeterministic protocols.
Let f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be a boolean function with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i, and P be a nondeterministic protocol. We say that P computes f if, for each x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i, there is an accepting computation under P on input x iff f(x) = 1.
Let A be the set of all accepting communication vectors under a nondeterministic protocol P . By C(f) we denote the maximum over all s ∈ A of |h(s)| minimized over all nondeterministic protocols computing f . C(f) is called the nondeterministic communication complexity of f .
A protocol is simple if each computation under it on each input consists of at most one phase during which the coordinator sends at most one bit to each party.
Let P be a protocol computing a function f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i. Let k be any integer with 1 k n and let b be any bit in {0, 1}. Let A be the set of all accepting communication vectors under P and let
P is nice on the link k for the bit b if |D| (nm − 2)2 m . P is nice if it is nice on every link k = 1, 2, . . . , n for each bit b ∈ {0, 1}.
Very hard functions
In this section we prove our main result: Randomly chosen boolean function f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i is very hard with very high probability (for n 3 and m large enough).
To prove the main result, we need two lemmas characterizing and simplifying nondeterministic multiparty communications. However, we first state an optimal upper bound on the nondeterministic multiparty communication complexity.
Proof. For each f under consideration, there is a nondeterministic protocol P computing f using nm exchanged bits as follows. Given input (x 1 , . . . , x n ), the coordinator nondeterministically guesses the first bit of x i and sends it to p i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then each p i responds the rest of x i if the guess was successful, otherwise it aborts the communication. If all guesses were successful then the coordinator knows the input, and hence it can accept the input correctly.
Let f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be any boolean function with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for each i and let P be any nondeterministic protocol computing f . For P let us define the sets A, C i 's and X e i 's as follows. Let A be the set of all accepting communication vectors under P . For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let
For i = 1, 2, . . . , n and for each e ∈ C i , let
be any boolean function with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let P be any nondeterministic protocol computing f , and let A and X e i 's be the sets defined for P as above. Then
Proof. To prove the inclusion "⊆," choose any
To prove the symmetric inclusion, choose any c = (c 1 ,
Assume that some x i (0 i n − 1) is accepted by c under P . Hence c i+1 is a possible communication between the coordinator and p i+1 owning x i+1 under P . Since
Thus, c i+1 is a possible communication between the coordinator and p i+1 owning x i+1 under P . But it means that if we replace x i+1 of x i by x i+1 then the resulting input x i+1 has to be accepted by c under P , since the coordinator is not able to recognize this replacement because of the same communication (i.e., crossing sequence) c i+1 between the coordinator and p i+1 owning x i+1 , and between the coordinator and p i+1 owning x i+1 , (see above). Consequently, one can observe that every input x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n is accepted by c under P , since x 0 = x is accepted by c under P , (see above). Hence f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 1, since x n is accepted by c under P , where x n = x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), and P computes f .
Lemma 2. For each boolean function
Proof. Let f be any boolean function under consideration and let P be any nondeterministic protocol computing f using at most C(f) exchanged bits. We can simulate P by a simple nondeterministic protocol P as follows 
Proof.
We first explain an idea of the proof. Let F n,m denote the set of all boolean functions f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and with C(f) nm − 1. For each f ∈ F n,m we will choose any nondeterministic simple nice protocol P f computing f with at most nm − 1 exchanged bits (there is such P f for each f ∈ F n,m , see Corollary 1 of Lemma 3 below) and for P f we will define a characteristic sequence of f (see below) that fully describes f . Using the fact that P f 's are simple nice protocols, we will show that the number of characteristic sequences corresponding to all chosen protocols P f is (for m large enough) only a small fraction of the number of all boolean functions f(x 1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m for all i. This result will enable us to complete the proof of Theorem 1 very easily. Now let us prove Theorem 1. To do so we need the following lemma and its corollary. Note that 1 |d| nm − 2 for each d ∈ D, since d ∈ {0, 1} + , |b| = 1, and
i and d is a prefix of a string in D}.
If |D| < (nm − 2)2 m then we set P to be P and we have done, since in such a case P is nice on the link k for the bit b.
Now let us suppose that |D| (nm − 2)2 m . It means that there is an index j,
Now we are ready to construct the desired protocol P by the following modification of P . We modify only behaviour of p k after receiving the bit b (from the coordinator) so that p k may use for responding (arbitrarily chosen) 2 m strings of D j (we denote the set of these 2 m strings by D ) to encode its 2 m possible local inputs x k ∈ {0, 1} m , and hence to enable the coordinator to know a particular local input x k . Then the coordinator (knowing communications on the other links) has enough information to decide correctly whether to accept the input or not. (We will determine below which communication vectors under P are accepting ones.) Note that p k under P does not use any other response (excluding 2 m strings in D ) of the length at least j after receiving b. Moreover, behaviour of p k after receiving b is unchanged by our modification when p k responds messages shorter than j.
Let us prove that P computes f using at most nm − 1 exchanged bits. We first determine accepting communication vectors under P as follows. Each accepting communication vector c = (c 1 , . . . , c k , . . . , c n ) under P , where c k is not of the form b$d with |d| j, is an accepting one under P . Thus the following holds for each input x and each c = (c 1 , . . . , c k , . . . , c n ) , where c k is not of the form b$d with |d| j: x is accepted by c under P iff x is accepted by c under P , since behaviour of p k under P and P is the same in such a case, (see modification of P above). A communication vector c = (c 1 , . . . , c k , . . . , c n ) , where c = (c 1 , . . . , c k−1 , b$d, c k+1 , . . . , c n ) under P , where d ∈ D , then d encodes x k (see modification of P above), and therefore x is accepted by some c = (c 1 , . . . , c k+1 , b$d , c k+1 , . . . , c n ) under P with |d | j, where h(c) h(c ), (since |d| = j |d |); moreover, if x is accepted by an e = (e 1 , . . . , e k−1 , b$g, e k+1 , . . . , e n ) under P , where |g| j, then x is accepted by e = (e 1 , . . . , e k−1 , b$d, e k+1 , . . . , e n ) under P , where d ∈ D , d encodes x k and h(e) h(e ), since p k owning x k under P is able to respond d encoding x k after receiving b, (see modification of P above). Consequently, the results above yield that P computes f using at most nm − 1 exchanged bits, since P does so. Now let us show that P is nice on the link k for the bit b . Let c = (c 1 , . . . , c k−1 , b$d, c k+1 , . . . , c n ) be any accepting communication vector under P . We first assume that |d| < j. Then c is an accepting communication vector under P (see above), i.e., c ∈ A. (c 1 , . . . , c k−1 , b$d, c k+1 , . . . , c n ) , since each such d belongs to
2 m (because of minimality of j), and |D | = 2 m . Thus P is nice on the link k for the bit b.
Finally, if P is nice on some link k for some bit b then P is nice on the link k for the bit b , too, since behaviour of p k after receiving b has not been changed by our modification for k / = k or b / = b, and we have shown above that P is nice on the link k for the bit b. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. Proof. By Lemma 2, there is a nondeterministic simple protocol P f computing f with at most nm − 1 exchanged bits. Let P 0 = P f . Applying Lemma 3 2n times, one can prove that there are protocols P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 2n (note that P , P of Lemma 3 are P i−1 and P i , respectively, when Lemma 3 is applied the ith times) satisfying the following properties for i = 1, 2, . . . , 2n. P i is a nondeterministic simple protocol computing f with at most nm − 1 exchanged bits, P i is nice on the link i/2 for the bit b, where b = 0 if i is odd and b = 1 if i is even, and if P i−1 is nice on some link j for some bit b then P i is nice on the link j for the bit b , too.
But it means that if P l is nice on some link k for some bit b, then each P i with i l is nice on the link k for the bit b, too. Hence P 2n is our desired simple nice protocol computing f with at most nm − 1 exchanged bits. (c 1 , . . . , c n 
By Lemma 1,
Now one has to realize the following important fact. If we know the sets B, C 0 1 , . . . , C 0 n then we are able to construct the set A 0 as follows. It is easy to see that A 0 is the empty set iff the sets B and C 0 i 's are empty. Hence, it is easy to construct A 0 if the sets B and C 0 i 's are empty. Now let us suppose that B and C 0 i 's are nonempty. Thus A 0 is nonempty. In such a case, we can construct A 0 as follows. One can show (by induction on j) that for every j = 1, 2, . . . , n and for each y ∈ B there is exactly one sequence c 1 , c 2 ,
is a prefix of y, since no set h(C 0 i ) contains any empty string (see the definitions of the sets A 0 and C 0 i above) and the nonempty strings of each set h(C 0 i ) satisfy the prefix-free property (see above). Hence = (x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , x i ,  x i+1 , . . . , x n ) with x i ∈ {0, 1} m will be accepted by c, too; hence if x ∈ Z i then each such x ∈ Z i . But it means that that there is at most 2 2 (n−1)m possible different sets Z i for each i.
. , n and h(c 1 ) . . . h(c n ) is a prefix of some string in B}.

But it means that if we know
Since each f ∈ F n,m is fully described by the characteristic sequence of f (see above), the bounds above yield that 
Deterministic complexity of parity composition
It has been shown in [6] 
. In this section we prove an analogical result for the deterministic communication.
Proof. The inequality " " is obvious. To prove the symmetric inequality assume to the contrary that there is a deterministic protocol P computing f with less than DC(f 1 ) + DC(f 2 ) exchanged bits and derive a contradiction by showing that then there is a deterministic protocol P 1 computing f 1 with less than DC(f 1 ) exchanged bits or there is a deterministic protocol P 2 computing f 2 with less than CD(f 2 ) exchanged bits or P uses on some input at least DC(f 1 ) + DC(f 2 ) exchanged bits.
To derive the desired contradiction we need to introduce the following notions. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) be any input for P and let u i [let v i ] be the communication vector over the links 1, 2, . . . , k [over the links k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n] during the ith phase of the computation under P on x. Thus the communication vector under P on x is fully described by the sequence (u 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , v 2 ), . . . , (u t , v t ) , where t is the number of all phases performed under P on x. A prefix of a sequence s
for any 0 i l (note that s is the empty sequence for i = 0), and by the sequence s, (u l+1 , v l+1 ) we denote the sequence (u 1 
Let S be the set of all sequences of the form (u 1 , v 1 ), (u 2 , v 2 ) , . . . , (u t , v t ) corresponding to all possible inputs (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for P (note that t depends on a particular input for P and it denotes the number of all phases performed under P on the particular input), and let Q be the set of all possible prefixes of all sequences of S. Now let as classify each sequence of Q by the values 1-easy or 1-hard and 2-easy or 2-hard as follows. If the empty sequence belongs to S then it is 1-hard and also 2-hard. Let s = (u 1 , v 1 ) , (u i , v i ) then s is 1-easy, otherwise s is 1-hard. If there is a sequence s, (u i , v i ) in Q such that each sequence of the form s, (u i , w i ) in Q is 2-easy then s is 2-easy, otherwise s is 2-hard.
To derive the desired contradiction mentioned above we have to consider the following three cases.
Case 1.
The empty sequence is 1-easy. In such a case we derive a contradiction by showing that there is a deterministic protocol P 1 computing f 1 with less than DC(f 1 ) exchanged bits. First we describe behaviour of P 1 . Behaviour of p j is the same under P 1 and under P for j = 1, 2, . . . , k. Let x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) be any input for P 1 
is an 1-easy sequence. (Note that s is the empty sequence for i = 1.) If s ∈ S then the coordinator stops the communication, (i.e., t = i − 1), and it accepts (if f 1 (x) = 1) or rejects (if f 1 (x) = 0) the input x. (However, we have to guarantee the following property (i.e., correctness) of P 1 : If there is any other input x with the same communication vector (described by the sequence u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u i−1 ) then it must hold f 1 (x) = f 1 (x ), since the coordinator cannot see the inputs x, x -it only knows the same communication vector-and hence it accepts both x and x or rejects them. We will show this property below.) Now suppose that s ∈ Q − S. The coordinator under P 1 on x sends the same messages via the links 1, 2, . . . , k during the ith phase as it sends via these links under P with respect to the communication vector described by s. (Note that these messages are fully determined only by P and s.) Then p 1 , . . . , p k respond messages under P 1 on x during the ith phase. (Recall that behaviour of p j is the same under P 1 and under P for 1 j k.) Let u i denote the communication vector under P 1 on x during the ith phase. Finally the coordinator under P 1 on x selects such v i during the ith phase that the sequence s, (u i , v i ) is 1-easy. (We will show below (see (b) and (c) of Lemma 4) that there is at least one such v i ; note that the coordinator selects always the same v i given s and u i if there are several possible v i 's, and this guarantees that P 1 is a deterministic protocol.)
To show the existence of at least one desired v i mentioned above and to prove correctness of P 1 , we need the following lemma. x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) be any input for P 1 and let s = (u 1 , v 1 ) 
Lemma 4. Let
